


Guided Tour to 2001 Cannon Poster Calendar
(as usual, position the four blocks of text over the months… and look around. Enjoy your tour!

"Welcome to the Golden Horn, the gate of the East, the pearl of Bosporus"
At last, you made it to the blessed town of the new Roman Empire: after a long and dangerous trip you found the town the whole

world is talking about, Constantinople, or Byzantium as they called it before Constantine 1st founded it in A.D. 330 - more recently

called Istanbul, .  It's a sunny afternoon in May 1453, and ... something is happening in the gem town of the Empire: the Ottoman

sultan Muhammad II (the Conqueror) has just conquered it after a long siege, ending the reign ( and the life!) of Constantine XI

(Palaeologus). A  modern era is said to be starting, miracles are happening! The largest, most splendid European city of this century

is built on seven hills rising on the south side of the Golden Horn, an inlet of the Bosporus, ... we have seen this before in another

Imperial capital, wasn't it Rome? But that was built on a muddy river, if I remember correctly. Anyway, that was centuries ago!.

Join us on this trip around the pearl of the Bosporus, and... don't get lost in the crowd!

Muhammad II just destroyed the remains of the

Byzantine Empire and made Constantinople his capital,

which he is now refurbishing and decorating with a

superb imperial building. The former Christian church of

Hagia (or Aya) Sophia (right) is being converted into a

mosque: religious symbols are replaced inside and

outside the church, and the structure adapted to the new

needs. You can't see the interior (a nice layer of plaster is
obscuring old mosaics, who cares about mosaics

nowadays?) and four new minarets are almost finished,

from which the faithful will be called to prayer by the

muezzin. You’re wondering what they are using to make

the outer finish of the mosque? Correct, they’re using

panels filled with rigid Polyurethane foam! See the

automatic traverse system to carry the mixing head
operator? That’s right, it's all made in Mediolanum,

Italian technology, you see? And you see the new heating

boiler, close to the building, just delivered? Well, that's

been around for a while, now, and you understand why

the old Viking is running away most satisfied with his

money!

Making advertising signs are big business in this modern

town: a moving factory (above) is displaced where a

number of them are required, and they are thermoformed

in large and small sizes. Hand-painting is still a must, of
course. The Sultan's superintendent, (right, near the

corner of the red-roofed bazaar) has already commanded

the removal of Caesar's statue, and his wife tries to

prevent their three dogs from fighting with the oxen. We

have known this couple for some time, right?

The siege has worn out a number of cannons, and they

are now made (below) in cast Aluminum rather than in
heavy bronze: see how easy it is to carry them on one

shoulder, being much lighter now?  Ottoman officers are

studying these wonderful weapons, while they patrol the

lively streets of the bazaar. In this picturesque part of the

town the rule is "If it has a name, you can find it here!"

Fresh fish, underwear, maps and globes from skilled

Genuenses navigators living in Galata, even Polyurethane

mixing heads are sold here at a bargain price: but you do
have to bargain hard, for the pleasure of both parties!

Again, guess what they use to insulate the minaret:

curved elements moulded in rigid Polyurethane, you

already knew of course, you smart thing!

See how advanced the moulding plant is, with its four

almost-fully-automated presses.

Very important products for our everyday life - cushions

and "puffs" for our living rooms - are made with… yes,

Polyurethane foam, the flexible type this time. A short
version of the famous continuous production line has

been launched this year in Anglia, and the prototype is

proudly demonstrated here: you see how easily it fits

within the small courtyards of the bazaar? Two runners

are enough to drive the belt at production pace, and a big

fellow with a large scimitar cuts precisely , regular blocks

of soft foam: precision cutting makes cushions of all
types, while the workers’ kids prefer jumping on blocks

in the storage area. Aren't kids the same everywhere in

this modern world? See the hanging support for the

block's traverse manipulator? We might take some ideas

from it, should His Royal Highness the Sultan one day

decide that a bridge is required to cross the Bosporus!

"Mirabilis machinae" are produced on the Italian land!

Large and small half-moon signs (we need plenty, with

all these restorations!) are injection-moulded with

sophisticated equipment from Augusta Taurinorum:

(below) knee-closing devices, and forced lubrication have

been introduced lately for these large mouldings. And did

you see the latest gadget, developed for them near

Mediolanum? The Automatæd control, never seen before
in these lands, links a new fabulous device (Latins call it

a calculator) to the brain of the workers who are driving

the injection screws. Will this end in men doing what a

machine commands them to do? Pray the Merciful that

this will never happen! We could not stand this insult!

Well, infidels, admit it: the central and eastern
Mediterranean Sea is now fully in the hands of Islamic
countries. Europeans willing to do business with the Far
Eastern lands will have to pay us duty, unless they try to
circumnavigate Africa! Or - even worse - they may try to
reach the East by sailing to the West?
Wait and see… till next year!   Salam, …to all of you!
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